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1.  In what year did the Democrats regain control of the Texas legislature? __________
2.  What did most of the 90 delegates that convened in Austin, on August 2, 1875,
        do for a living? _________________________
3.  Any head of family who did not have a homestead could claim _______________
      of public land. To secure the land, the man had to live on it for _________ years.
4.  The constitution encouraged railroads to build new track by granting them 
       _______________ of public land for each mile of track built.
5.  Although the 1876 constitution has been amended many times, it continues to
       run Texas today.      True       False
6.  In the years after the Civil War, the nation had ratified the _______________, 
       _______________, and _______________ Amendments to the U.S. Constitution.
7.  The Democrat-controlled legislature took steps to limit the rights of __________________.
8.  By 1891, the legislature had enacted several ____________________________.
9.  These Jim Crow laws enforced ______________, or the separation of the races.
10.  These Jim Crow laws restricted African Americans from sitting in certain sections on
         ____________ and excluded them from white ____________, __________, 
           ____________, and _____________.
11.  A number of whites used ______________ and ________________ to block African
         Americans from going to the polls to vote.
12.  The late 1860s and 1870s saw an outbreak of ____________________ in Texas.
13.  Some communities took the law into their own hands. Many had
         _____________________ that rounded up suspected criminals and punished them.
14.  The 1876 Texas Constitution called for the construction of a new state
         _______________________________.
15.  How much did the new capital building cost ? ______________________________
16.  Perhaps Lawrence Sullivan "Sul" Ross' greatest contribution to Texas came after he left
         office in 1891 and became president of what is now _____________________________.
17.  In the late 1800s, mamy middle-class and upper-class Texan women joined women's
         associations to address _______________, _______________, and _______________.
18.  The temperance movement aimed to reduce or halt the drinking of
         ________________________________.
19.  WCTU members hoped to gain the ___________ for women so that they could achieve 
         their goal of enacting a temperance law.
20.  What is suffrage? _____________________________________________________________
21.  By 1880, approximately __________ percent of all Texas women worked outside the 
         home.
22.  About  90 percent of women labored as ____________________, ______________, or
          _______________ performing household work.
23.  What is coeducation? ________________________________________________________
24.  Working women sometimes took steps to improve their situations. In 1877, several
          laundresses in Galveston went on ______________ for higher wages.
25.  Who was one of the first Tejano women to earn a college degree? __________________

